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The Biological Sciences Society is ready with their mobile forensics lab. It's CSI Montana. Chancellor Groseth demonstrates fire safety. 
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Dr. Wiles demonstrates the properties of frequency. 
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On April 12th, MSU Billings. 
hosted its annual Chicks in 
Science event in the Physical 
Education building. The event, 
covered in an earlier edition, is 
designed to give girls a leg up 
in the STEM fields of science,  

engineering, and technology. 
Scores of girls and their 

"cool adults" flocked through 
the doors of Alterowitz gym 
at noon, forming a line that 
stretched out the door, down the 
stairs, and through the passenger 
walkway that runs underneath 
27th street. And the offerings did 
not disappoint. KTVQ made an  

appearances, offering girls the 
chance to try out their weather 
cam and accompanying green 
screen. Across the gym, they 
were encouraged to chip their 
very own authentic fossils from 
pieces of stone. Members of the 
National and Montana Forest 
Services brought animal skulls 
and pelts for the kids to handle 
while nurses from Riverstone 
Health gave presentations about 
food safety. 

The upper balconies, accessible 
from just outside the gym on 
one side, hosted a crime lab, put 
together by the MSU Billings 
Biological Sciences Society where 
girls could learn the ins and outs 
of forensic genetics. Nearby, Dr. 
Steven Wiles performed physics 
tricks, much to the delight of the 
young audience, and City College 
presented their Raspberry Pi, tiny 
mobile computer technology. The 
other balcony was given over 
to the City College engineering 
students who set up a carnival 
of physics, with instruments, fog 
cannons, and rocket races. 

Downstairs, near the lower 
gym, the climbing wall was open 
and the gym itself was full of 
tables that boasted everything 
from real X-rays to a parachute 
tube. 

The experience was not 
to be missed. There were 
no advertisements and no 
pressure, just wholesome, 
fascinating fun for girls, and 
boys, of all ages. 


